
1  Spinning and Turning...a harmony of civilization 
 

Turning in the Age of Corona 
 

Episode 8 
 

Santa Cruz Woodturners 
 
 

Earl Wynn sent this story and images: 
 
A fair damsel was trapped in her cabin as plague ravaged the countryside.  Alas, her 
spinning wheel fell disabled with a broken bobbin.  This damsel faced serious distress!  
This could be the prologue to a fairy tale, replete with clashes of good and evil, true 
love, honorable princes, deep loyalty, and fancy castles...but it’s even better than that. 
 
This wheel was an irreplaceable antique, with no spare parts available for the last 
couple hundred years, so she implored Earl to don his superhero cape to fix it.   Earl 
states, with the humility common to superheroes, that he found the challenge too scary, 
so he cried out:  "Help me, Mr. Wizard!"  
 
Some of us know this Wizard as John Wells, who plies his magic in a shadowy dell in 
the depths of the primeval forest...reachable only by crossing a raging river (or a 
boulder strewn creek), then winding up a tortuous path into the forbidden mountains.   
 
According to Earl, “John was happy to save the day, the spinning wheel, and the 
damsel, too.  He even let me watch, (seemingly without irritation). “ 
 

The Antique Wheel 
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The bobbin restored! 
 

 
 

What’s remarkable, beyond John and Earls’ superhero collaboration, is the turning work 
on that amazing, traditional tool.  The lathe that made that perfectly balanced wheel, 
those delicate spindles and finials, and smooth humming moving parts was likely 
powered, just like the spinning wheel, by a foot treadle.  Notice the decorative features 
which were not strictly necessary for function, but made a statement of mutual respect 
to the craft of the person who would spend decades handling it.   
 
My wife, Sandie, is a weaver and a spinner, and she reminds me that all of those 
moving parts have to work with reliable precision if you want your yarn to be 
uniform...which is necessary for your sweater to fit or your blanket to lie flat.  The craft of 
the spinner and the turner has been harmonized long before Sleeping Beauty pricked 
her finger. 
 
It’s a good time for some of us to get back and practice beads and coves. 
 
Let’s look at a couple other examples...one antique and one contemporary...of that 
crafting harmony on the next page. 
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Skein winder, 18th Century, made before USA was USA.  No nails or screws.  Perfectly 
functional still, but not fancy.  Chestnut & hickory, I think.  The only electricity came from 
dark clouds on bad days.  Imagine the guy behind that lathe!  Wooden gears next page. 
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A contemporary commercial spinning 
wheel (20th Century) made of teak. 
 
It has fancy metal screws, and it’s made 
of non-native wood.  The wool strains 
spun on this tool were probably 
unknown to colonial North America, but 
it’s the same traditional craft. 
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Last word about harmony between spinners and turners.  When Sandie was getting 
interested in fiber arts, 50 years ago, she met a lovely woman (Geneva Sharples) who 
was a senior in the weaving guild in LA.  Her husband, Sid, was an avid woodworker 
and skilled turner.  He made and sold custom spinning wheels of black walnut, silky 
smooth-running creations...an upgrade from the wheel on the previous page. 
 
Sid not only infected me with serious tool envy, but got me back in front of a lathe for 
the first time since 8th grade.  Sid also mentored Jim Beckett, another member of our 
club today.  Sandie wanted a tapestry loom...which requires an adjustable tensioning 
device.  When the weaving takes up slack, the warp must be lengthened incrementally 
from a spool.  The loom of her fancy needed to accommodate a 4 foot wide weaving.  
We did not have money to spend on such a thing, but fir 4x4’s were cheap, and 8/4 
hardwood cut-offs were affordable, and Sid had the lathe.  It needed to be knock-down, 
because we couldn’t fit it in the Pinto otherwise.  It was primitive, but it worked. 
 

 

 
Harmony is important.  Lathes help. 

 

         
 

Teach kids and be kind.  WS
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